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ABSTRACT 
Online question and answer (Q&A) sites, which are 
platforms for users to post and answer questions on a wide 
range of topics, are becoming large repositories of valuable 
knowledge and important to societies. In order to sustain 
success, Q&A sites face the challenges of ensuring content 
quality and encouraging user contributions. This paper 
examines a particular design decision in Q&A sites—
allowing Wikipedia-like collaborative editing on questions 
and answers, and explores its beneficial effects on content 
quality and potential detrimental effects on users’ 
contributions. By examining five years’ archival data of 
Stack Overflow, we found that the benefits of collaborative 
editing outweigh its risks. For example, each substantive 
edit from other users can increase the number of positive 
votes by 181% for the questions and 119% for the answers. 
On the other hand, each edit only decreases askers and 
answerers’ subsequent contributions by no more than 5%. 
This work has implications for understanding and designing 
large-scale social computing systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Online question and answer (Q&A) sites are platforms for 
users to ask and answer questions on a wide range of topics. 
Successful Q&A systems include Ackerman’s 
AnswerGarden [7, 8], Yahoo! Answers [9, 10], Stack 
Exchange networks [23], Quora [38], and Naver’s 
Knowledge iN [24]. After a decade of development, Q&A 
sites are now large repositories of valuable knowledge and 
provide enduring value to societies [9, 11, 33]. 

One significant challenge for these Q&A sites is to ensure 
the quality of the content on the sites, given that users’ 
expertise, commitment and experience are highly varied 
[10]. Therefore, multiple methods are used to filter out low 
quality content and to promote high quality content. For 
example, voting systems are widely used for the community 
to indicate which questions and answers are the most useful 
and appropriate. Many Q&A sites also implement 
mechanisms for users to report low quality content, such as 
spam, offensive speech or off-topic conversations. 

As one effort to achieve higher quality, there is a recent 
trend for Q&A sites to incorporate Wikipedia-like 
collaborative editing function, that is, allowing questions 
and answers to be collaboratively edited by the whole 
community. For example, Stack Overflow, which features 
computer programming related questions and answers, 
claims that “(Collaborative) Editing is important for 
keeping questions and answers clear, relevant, and up-to-
date” and “This site is collaboratively edited, like 
Wikipedia. If you see something that needs improvement, 
click edit!” [1] 

Despite the benefits of improving content quality, 
introducing Wikipedia-like collaborative editing to Q&A 
sites might incur the risks of decreasing the immediate 
benefits of participating in the Q&A sites, and harm both 
the askers and answerers’ motivation to contribute. Note 
that Q&A sites initially aim at providing useful answers to 
the question askers. Editors are likely to misinterpret what 
the original askers mean to say, leading to less useful 
answers for the askers and thus decreasing the askers’ 
motivation to come to the site. Also, research has shown 
that people are motivated to answer the questions because it 
will enhance their professional identities and improve their 
standing in the community [29]. Therefore, answerers 
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might feel that their expertise is challenged and their 
professional identities are threatened if others edit their 
answers and, thus, become less motivated to contribute. 

For Q&A sites, is it cost-effective to be like Wikipedia? In 
this paper, we did an empirical study on Stack Overflow to 
answer this question. Stack Overflow is one of the most 
popular Q&A sites allowing collaborative editing. By 
investigating the historical data of 2 million users, 5 million 
questions and 10 million answers, we found that the 
benefits of collaborative editing significantly outweigh the 
risks of losing contributions. For example, we found that 
each additional edit from other users can increase the 
number of positive votes by 181% for questions and 119% 
for answers. On the other hand, each additional edit from 
other users on the question or answer body decreases the 
askers or answerers’ subsequent contributions by no more 
than 5%. By allowing collaborative editing, Stack Overflow 
substantively increases the quality of posts without bringing 
in strong detrimental effects on users’ motivation to 
contribute. 

Our paper presents a quantitative case study to examine the 
impact of a particular design decision (i.e., allowing 
collaborative editing) in the Q&A sites. The implications of 
this research for understanding and designing large-scale 
social computing systems are also discussed. 

RELATED WORK 
Online Q&A sites are powerful tools for users to seek for 
help by posing questions and getting answers from peer 
community. The blueprint for Q&A sites was established 
by Ackerman’s AnswerGarden [7, 8], which was designed 
as a tool for growing organizational memory and helped 
users to find expert answers inside their companies. Recent 
Q&A sites often operate on Internet scale and rely on the 
crowd people to contribute [23]. 

Prior research on Q&A sites falls into two main groups. 
The first group of research focuses on analyzing and 
identifying patterns from the content of the posts from 
Q&A sites. For example, research has been conducted to 
identify and understand the topics and trends of the 
questions [13], assess, evaluate and predict the quality of 
the answers [11, 21, 25, 34, 39], and identify the experts in 
Q&A sites [26, 27].  

The second group of research treats Q&A sites as social 
computing systems and focuses on understanding the social 
dynamics in Q&A systems, such as what factors lead the 
Q&A sites to thrive and how people interact with each other 
in these sites. For example, Mamykina and her colleagues 
[23] investigate Stack Overflow and claim that productive 
competition, community credibility and feedback loop play 
important roles in Stack Ovewflow’s initial (and continuous) 
fast growth. Tausczik et al. [37] identify different 
collaborative acts in Math Overflow (which is a Q&A site 
where members post and solve small novel math problems) 
and evaluate their influences on the quality of solutions.  

Our paper takes the second approach. We believe that like 
most social computing systems (e.g., Wikipedia, open 
source projects, and social networking sites like Facebook), 
Q&A systems face the challenges of achieving continued 
success. Particularly, there are two often conflicting goals 
for Q&A systems: managing quality and encouraging 
contributions. 

HYPOTHESES 

Tensions between Managing Quality and Encouraging 
Contributions 
Social computing systems need to provide high-quality 
content to attract users. The definitions of high quality 
differ widely across different systems. For example, in 
Q&A sites, the quality is high if the posts are informative, 
polite, complete, concise and useful [34, 39]. In Wikipedia, 
the high quality content is complete, accurate and reliable 
encyclopedia articles. In social networking sites, high 
quality content might consist of enjoyable or useful 
messages and interesting photos. Because users’ 
experience, commitment and expertise are highly varied, 
the quality of individual contributions is often mixed [10]. 
To display high quality content to users, systems need to 
implement mechanisms to mark, change, or even delete 
users’ low-quality contributions. Sometimes, systems have 
to regulate, warn, punish or even block some users if their 
actions harm the integrity of the whole system. In sum, 
quality management is inevitably associated with filtering 
content, regulating users’ behaviors, and often limiting 
users’ freedom. 

However, the survival of social computing systems relies 
on users’ continuing contributions. There would be no need 
for quality control if all the users stopped contributing. To 
encourage people to contribute, systems often have to 
treasure their efforts and respect their autonomy. If users 
feel that their contributions are thrown away and their 
behaviors are strictly controlled, they might simply leave, 
with fewer economic or social consequences than if they 
had quit a job or left a real-life social group. 

A recent research on Wikipedia provides a good example to 
illustrate the tension. Halfaker and his colleagues found that 
several changes the Wikipedia community made to manage 
quality and consistency (e.g., the use of anti-vandalism 
tools), although successfully preserve the content quality, 
cause the decline in the number of active contributors [19]. 
They wrote “we implicate Wikipedia’s primary quality 
control mechanism, the rejection of unwanted contributions, 
as a strong negative predictor of the retention of high-
quality newcomers”. “Newcomers are rudely greeted by 
automated quality control systems… have been leaving 
Wikipedia in droves”. 

 

Introducing collaborative editing to online Q&A sites might 
face the same dilemma. We predict that this design decision 
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might impact the success of Q&A sites in different 
directions.  

Effects of Collaborative Editing on Q&A Sites 

Collaborative Editing Improves the Content Quality 
Collaborative editing has been used in many areas (e.g., 
science collaboration [18, 28], software development [16]); 
and different kinds of tools (e.g., wikis, version control 
systems, and collaborative editors) are developed to 
promote content production. One of the most successful 
examples is Wikipedia.  

It has been widely believed that Wikipedia’s success in 
producing a large number of articles with quite high quality 
is largely attributed to the open collaboration model that 
allows any person in the world to participate in the editing. 
Particularly, having more contributors results in higher 
quality and less biased encyclopedia articles. According to 
the experiment published in 2004, the quality of scientific 
entries in Wikipedia is comparable to those in Britannica 
[17]. Furthermore, researchers investigate how factors such 
as coordination mechanisms and member retention affect 
the quality of the collaboratively edited articles [22, 30]. 
For example, Kittur and Kraut examined how the number of 
editors in Wikipedia and the coordination methods they use 
affect the article quality [22]. They found that adding more 
editors to an article is more likely to improve its quality if 
they use the appropriate coordination techniques. 

“With enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” (Linus’ law) 
[31]. By incorporating the collaborative editing feature in 
Q&A sites, unclear questions and inaccurate answers can be 
fixed. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict that 
incorporating the collaborative editing model will benefit 
the Q&A sites by improving the content quality. 

Hypothesis 1. Collaborative editing will improve the 
content quality in Q&A sites.  

Collaborative Editing Demotivates the Contributors 
Even in Wikipedia, there is evidence showing that 
collaborative editing is associated with negative 
consequences on contributors’ motivation. Research has 
shown that Wikipedia reverts (i.e., edits that revert the 
article back to its previous state) significantly decrease 
recipients’ subsequent contributions. The effects are 
stronger for newcomers in the community [20].  

We predict that the possible damage of collaborative editing 
would be even more severe in the context of online Q&A 
sites. In Wikipedia, it is wildly accepted that the content of 
Wikipedia is public property rather than any individual’s 
intellectual properties [2], which might result in less 
resistance when people get edited by others. However, in 
Q&A sites, people are motivated to post questions because 
they need help for their specific issues. People are more 
likely to perceive that they “own” the questions and 
modification of their questions is likely to irritate them. 

Here is a person’s comment on Meta Stack Exchange (i.e., 
a platform for people to discuss issues on Stack Overflow 
and other related sites) which clearly illustrates the point [3]: 

“A wiki is an informational type of site. SO (Stack Overflow) 
is for people to get help for their specific issues. The person 
asking the question knows best about the issue and is 
entitled to have his question.”  

According to the research about motivations to participate 
and contribute in online Q&A sites [24, 29], the distinct 
motivations for people to participate in Q&A sites are 
personal ownership and feelings of gratitude and respect. 
Bringing in the collaborative editing model is very likely to 
devastate people’s motivation and has a negative effect on 
the activity level of the whole site.  

Hypothesis 2. Collaborative editing will demotivate the 
users in Q&A sites. 

In the following paper, we want to test the hypotheses about 
the effects of combining collaborative editing in Q&A sites. 
Particularly, we use Stack Overflow (SO) as the study 
platform.  

STACK OVERFLOW AS A STUDY PLATFORM 
Stack Overflow 1  was selected as our study platform to 
conduct the analyses. It is a well-known online Q&A site 
which supports collaborative editing. Typical features of 
Stack Overflow include questioning, answering, voting, 
commenting, and etc. It is also very large, having more than 
five million questions and ten million answers; and the 
growth of questions, answers, and the corresponding edits is 
very steady (Figure 1). The large dataset provides us 
sufficient statistical power to test our hypotheses. Although 
there are other Q&A sites with the feature of collaborative 
editing (e.g., Quora, Wikianswers, and Math Overflow), in 
this study, we will present the results on Stack Overflow 
and leave the cross-site comparison study for future work. 

 

Figure 1. The numbers of questions, answers, and edits in every 
month since the launch of Stack Overflow. 

In Stack Overflow, a question comprises a title, a body, and 
several tags (e.g., “Java” or “Hadoop”). The title briefly 
                                                           
1 http://stackoverflow.com 
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describes the question’s purpose; the body is used to 
explain the question in detail, and programing code snippets 
and hyperlinks are often attached to provide further 
information; the tags facilitate dispatching the question to 
the potential users who are interested in it (e.g., users 
interested in questions with the tag of “Java”). An answer 
provides solutions or related information to solve the 
question. Code snippets and hyperlinks are also often used 
in answers.  

Typical user actions on Stack Overflow include: 1) posting 
a question to seek for help; 2) answering a question by 
providing a solution or relevant information; 3) casting an 
up-votes (positive) or down-vote (negative) to inform the 
quality of the question/answer; 4) commenting on a 
question/answer to discuss, and 5) suggesting an edit to 
revise an existing question/answer. There is a reputation 
system in Stack Overflow. By posting high quality 
questions and answers, and suggesting reasonable edits, 
users can earn points to increase their reputations. Votes are 
used to measure the quality of questions and answers [4]. 

Figure 2 shows how questions, answers, comments, and 
votes look like on the interface of Stack Overflow. 

Question Title

Question Tags

Question Body

Answerer

Answer Body

Edit Link

Votes

Question

Question
Comments

Answer

Votes Edit Link

AskerEditor

 

Figure 2. An example of a question and an answer in Stack 
Overflow. 

How Collaborative Editing Works in Stack Overflow 
Collaborative editing is permitted and welcomed in Stack 
Overflow. It is explicitly stated in the user guidelines that 
“any time you see a post that needs improvement and are 
inclined to suggest an edit, you are welcome to do so.” [1]  

Any user can suggest edits to revise a question’s title, body, 
and tags, or an answer’s body. Suggested edits from the 
original askers and answerers will be applied immediately, 
as well as from users who have more than 2,000 reputation 

points (2k users). Other users’ suggested edits will be 
reviewed by the 2k users to decide whether to be applied or 
not. Since unapplied edits are not visible to the community, 
we will only examine the applied edits in this paper.  

Dataset Overview 
The historical data of Stack Overflow since August 1st 
2008 to September 6th 2013 was used in this paper. Stack 
Exchange periodically publishes the data dump of their 
sites, including Stack Overflow, to the public. The data 
dump of Stack Overflow contains all registered users' 
activity logs, including questions, answers, votes, edits and 
comments. See Table 1 for the overview of the data set. 

Item Count 

Users 2,332,403 

Questions  5,648,975 

Answers 10,284,554 

Up- and Down-Votes 36,435,956 

Accepted Edits 9,059,350 

Comments 22,666,468 

Table 1. Dataset description. 

In the following, we will first present descriptive statistics 
to provide an overview about the activities of collaborative 
editing on Stack Overflow. 

23% Users Participate in Editing 
About 23% distinct users (531,064) have suggested 
accepted edits on questions and answers. Among them, 
82,762 distinct users have edited others’ questions and 
answers. Users tend to prefer to edit question bodies and 
answer bodies (Table 2). As in many online communities, 
user editing patterns in Stack Overflow have high 
variability: a few users contribute most of the edits while 
lots of users contribute a small portion (Figure 3). 

Edit Type 
Distinct 

Contributors 
Mean (Median) of 

Edit Count 

Title Edit 124,480 6.16 (1) 

Question Body Edit 417,689 8.34 (2) 

Tags Edit 135,377 8.93 (1) 

Answer Body Edit 221,280 15.72 (2) 

Table 2. More users participate in editing question bodies and 
answer bodies. 

24% of Answers Have Been Edited 
About 23.9% answers (2,457,817) have been edited at least 
once. For questions, 40.2% question bodies (2,268,162) 
have been edited; for question titles and question tags the 
numbers are 12.2% and 18.2% respectively. Most of the 
posts (questions and answers) receive a few edits, while a 
small portion of posts receive lots of edits (Figure 4).  
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Among all the edits, 59.4% of them come from the original 
askers or answers, and 38.5% of them come from others not 
the original askers or answers. There are 2.1% edits in the 
database whose author information is incomplete probably 
due to account deletion. We focus on the edits from other 
users not the originators in the following analyses, because 
we focus on collaborative editing rather than self-
refinement. 

What are the Edits about? 
According to the Stack Overflow’s user guidelines, there 
are five common types of edits: 1) fixing grammar and 
spelling mistakes, 2) clarifying meaning of the post, 3) 
including information found only in comments, 4) 
correcting mistakes or adding updates, and 5) adding 
related resources. Examples are given in Figure 5. 

However, conflicts occur when people’s questions and 
answers are edited by others, even though those editors 
have good intentions. By examining the Meta Stack 
Exchange2 where people discuss issues they encounter in 
Stack Exchange networks, we found a few interesting cases. 
For example, a question asker said “He (the editor) 
completely changed the meaning of my post. I find this to be 
rather unacceptable”. Actually the editor only rephrases the 
original post, including changing “users fully know that 
stacktrace/crash report are being sent to us” to “We do let 
our users know that we collect crash data”. And many 

                                                           
2 http://meta.stackexchange.com/ 

community members believe that the edits are reasonable 
by making the question “more concise and 
comprehensible” [5].  

Another question asker expressed strong resistance when 
others changed a word in his/her question. “In my last 
question, someone changed 'less expensive' to 'cheaper'. I 
don't appreciate anyone changing my wording because they 
think theirs is better. 'Less expensive' is what I want to say 
and wanted to convey. Not 'Cheaper'. My intention was to 
convey that the alternatives mentioned were expensive TO 
ME. … When you are in a meeting, do people talk over you 
to correct what you are saying or how you say it!? They 
don't. So why do you think it's OK to do it here? When I ask 
a question, it's asked for my own good. It's not a work area 
to exercise your English skills” [3].  

An answerer also complained when he/she found his/her 
correct answer was changed to a wrong one, “Out of 
nowhere, a user comes in (with a reputation of 1), edits my 
answer which completely changes my answer(into a wrong 
one) and someone accepted the edit” [6]. 

Fixing grammar and spelling mistakes

Clarifying the meaning of the post

Including information found only in comments

Correcting mistakes or adding updates

Adding related resources

 
Figure 5. Stack Overflow’s guidelines about proposing edits and 

examples. 

ANALYSES AND RESULTS 
In this section, we will present our main analyses, 
examining the effects of collaborative editing on content 
quality and contributors’ motivation in Stack Overflow. In 
the first analysis, we examine the effects of collaborative 
editing on the quality of questions and answers by 
investigating how many votes the questions/answers receive, 

 
Figure 3. User editing patterns have high variability. 

 
Figure 4. Questions and answers receive highly varied 

counts of edits. 
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whether the questions have accepted answers, how many 
answers the questions receive, and whether the answers are 
chosen as accepted ones depending on how many edits 
were made on these questions/answers. In the second 
analysis, we examine the effects of collaborative editing on 
users’ motivation by measuring the number of 
questions/answers subsequently posted by the users after 
their questions/answers got edited. 

Effects on Content Quality 

Measuring Quality 
In order to test whether receiving edits will improve the 
quality of questions and answers, we need to measure the 
quality. The first measurement we use for content quality is 
the number of votes on question/answer, which is one of the 
most direct and commonly used measurements of content 
quality in Q&A communities 3 [35]. Particularly we 
calculated the net votes by counting the up-votes minus 
down-votes. Additionally, we measure the quality of 
questions by calculating the number of answers and 
whether the question has an accepted answer. For the 
quality of answers, we also measured whether the answer is 
accepted by the asker. In sum, the quality measurements 
include received votes (both questions and answers), the 
number of answers (for questions), whether the question 
has an accepted answer (for questions), and whether the 
answer is accepted (for answers).  

Control for Confounding Factors 
One challenge of testing the effects of collaborative editing 
on content quality (and user motivation as well) is to 
control for confounding factors. We mainly use two 
strategies to rule out the biases introduced by observed and 
unobserved confounding factors. First, we include two 
groups of observed variables as control variables in the 
analysis: poster’s characteristics (such as number of the 
previous posts from this poster, the average score of the 
previous posts, poster registration date, see the complete list 
below) and post’s characteristics (such as the post’s topic, 
the number of page views, see the complete list below). 
Secondly, to control for the unobserved and unchanging 
characteristics of the posts (such as the popularity of the 
post), we use the repeated observations on each post. 
Repeated observations are commonly used empirical 
strategy to identify causal relationship from observational 
dataset [12]. Particularly, we test whether receiving edits in 
the focal week will affect the votes received in the 
following two weeks, controlling for the votes received the 
in the preceding week.  

Statistics Model and Data Preparation 
Negative binomial regression (nbreg) models are used to 
model count outcome variables with great variability [14]. 
We observed each post’s activity in a one-month window, 
                                                           
3 http://stackoverflow.com/help/why-vote. 

including the focal week, one preceding week, and two 
following weeks. We restricted the posts to the ones which 
were posted before 2013-08-01 and had complete author 
information. Finally, the data comprised of 5,335,456 
unique questions and 9,865,021 unique answers. 

Dependent Variables 
 ReceivedVotes (for questions and answers). The newly 

received votes in the following two weeks. 

 AnswerNumber (for questions). The number of new 
answers the question received in the following two 
weeks. 

 HasAcceptedAnswer (for questions). Whether the 
question has an accepted answer in the following two 
weeks. 

 AnswerAccepted (for answers). Whether the answer is 
accepted in the following two weeks. 

Independent Variables 
 TitleEdits (for questions). The number of title edits the 

question received excluding those from the asker in the 
focal week. Note that answers do not have title edits. 

 BodyEdits (for questions and answers). The number of 
body edits the question/answer received excluding those 
from the asker/answerer in the focal week. 

 TagsEdits (for questions). The number of tags edits the 
question received excluding those from the asker in the 
focal week. Note that answers do not have tags edits. 

Control Variables 
We use the following three categories of variables as 
control variables in the regression models. 

 Poster’s Characteristics. PostCount (the number of 
questions/answers from the poster before the focal week), 
PostAvgScore (the average score of the posted 
questions/answers from the poster before the focal week), 
PosterReputation (the reputation points of the poster), 
and PosterRegDate (the timestamp when the poster 
created his/her account) are a group of variables 
controlling for the posters’ differences.  

 Post’s Characteristics. Topic (the categorical variable 
indicating the topic of the post4), PageView (the total 
number of page views of the question/answer), 

                                                           
4 We used two methods to characterize the topics of the 
posts: 1) the top 10 most used tags as topics and 2) topics 
discovered through topic modeling [36]. We include two 
categorical variables indicating two different topic 
measurements as control variables in the regression, 
although they almost do not bring in any change to the 
results. To save the space, we do not report the IRRs and 
standard errors of these two categorical variables in Table 3 
and Table 4.  
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TextLength (the text length of the question/answer), 
HasCode (whether the question/answer contains 
programming code snippets), HasLink (whether the 
question/answer contains hyperlinks), and PostDate (the 
timestamp when the question/answer was created) are 
also included in the regression as control variables. 
Additionally, ParentQuestionVotes (the number of votes 
received by the answer’s parent question) and 
ArrivalOrder (the answer’s order of arrival, e.g., the 1-st 
answer of the parent question), which are only 
meaningful to answers, were included in the regression 
models predicting the quality of the answers. 

  PriorObservation. PriorVotes (the number of received 
votes of the question/answer in the prior week), 
PriorAnswers (the number of answers the question 
received in the prior week), PriorHasAcceptedAnswer 
(whether the question had an accepted answer in the prior 
week) and PriorAnswerAccepted (whether the answer 
was accepted in the prior week) are used to control for 
the unobserved and unchanging characters of the posts. 

Results 
Table 3 presents the results of the negative binomial 
regression models predicting the question quality (i.e., 
received votes, the number of answers, and whether has an 
accepted answer or not). The effects are reported as 
incidence rate ratios (IRR), which can be interpreted as the 
ratio change of the dependent variable when increasing an 
independent variable by one unit. 

Most of the control variables have significant effects on 
received votes. For example, for Model 1, the IRR of 

PriorVotes is significantly positive (IRR=1.45, p<.001), 
which indicates that when holding other variables constant, 
receiving one more vote in the preceding week will result in 
45% more votes for the question in the following two 
weeks.  

As revealed in Model 1 of Table 3, receiving title edits, 
question body edits, and tags edits in focal weeks all have 
significantly positive effects on number of votes the 
questions received subsequently. The IRR of BodyEdits is 
2.81, indicating that receiving one more question body edit 
in the focal week will bring in 181% more votes in the 
following two weeks.  

The effects of TitleEdits and TagsEdits can be interpreted 
similarly, suggesting that title edits, and tags edits also have 
positive effects on quality of questions with increasing the 
number of votes by 39% and 98%.  

As revealed in Model 2 and Model 3 of Table 3, receiving 
edits also increase the number of answers the questions 
received and the likelihood that the questions will have 
accepted answers. BodyEdits still have pronounced effects: 
receiving one more edit on question body increases the 
number of answers by 143% and increase the likelihood of 
having an accepted answer by 41%. TitleEdits and 
TagsEdits also have substantial effects on question quality: 
receiving one more edit on title or tags significantly 
increases the number of answers by 21% and 81% 
respectively, and increases the likelihood of having 
accepted an answer by 12% and 43% respectively. 

Table 4 presents the results of the negative binomial 
regression models predicting the answer quality. For the 

 Question Quality 
Model 1: Votes Model 2: Answer Number Model 3: Has Accepted Answer 

IRR Std. Err. IRR Std. Err. IRR Std. Err. 

TitleEdits 1.39 *** .068 1.21 *** .058 1.12 ** .043 
BodyEdits 2.81 *** .058 2.43 *** .048 1.41 *** .012 
TagsEdits 1.98 *** .067 1.81 *** .059 1.43 *** .035 

PostCount 1.00 *** 4.88e-05 1.00 *** 6.00e-05 1.00 *** 3.71e-05 
PostAvgScore 1.06 *** 9.49e-04 1.03 *** 5.99e-04 1.00 4.06e-04 

PosterReputation 1.00 *** 3.21e-07 1.00 *** 3.26e-07 1.00 *** 2.29e-07 
PosterRegDate 1.00 *** 1.16e-10 1.00 *** 1.23e-10 1.00 *** 9.96e-11 

PageView 1.00 *** 7.53e-07 1.00 *** 6.70e-07 1.00 5.13e-07 
TextLength 1.00 *** 1.94e-06 1.00 *** 1.82e-06 1.00 *** 1.64e-06 
HasCode .80 *** .006 .72 *** .005 .850 *** .005 
HasLink 1.41 *** .011 1.35 *** .011 1.09 *** .008 
PostDate 1.00 *** 1.26e-10 1.00 *** 1.30e-10 1.00 *** 1.06e-10 

PriorVotes 1.45 *** .006 NA NA NA NA 
PriorAnswers NA NA .76 *** .002 NA NA 

PriorHasAcceptedAnswer NA NA NA NA 6.04e-10 3.39e-07 

Number of Obs 5,335,456 

 Table 3. Negative binomial regressions predicting the effects of collaborative editing on three question quality measurements. 
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05. 

   Note that IRR can be interpreted as the ratio change of the dependent variable when increasing an independent variable by one unit. 
For example, Model 1 shows that by increasing title edits by one, the questions will receive 39% more votes subsequently. 
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effects of collaborative editing on the number of votes we 
can see that BodyEdits has positive effects on votes 
received in the following two weeks significantly (p<.001). 
The IRR 2.19 indicates that receiving one more answer 
body edit in the focal week will increase votes for the 
answer by 119% in the following two weeks. Furthermore, 
Model 5 of Table 4 shows that edits increase the likelihood 
of answers being accepted by 30% since the IRR of 
BodyEdits on answer accepted is 1.30. 

In sum, Table 3 and Table 4 collectively show that 
collaboratively editing significantly and robustly improves 
the content quality in terms of the votes received, the 
number of answers received for questions, the likelihood of 
questions getting accepted answers, and the likelihood of 
answers being accepted.  

Effects on Users’ Motivation 
Similarly to prior models testing the effects on content 
quality, we build negative binomial models to predict 
askers and answerers’ contributions after receiving others’ 
edits. Specifically, we built regression models to predict the 
number of questions posted by the askers and the number of 
answers posted by the answerers in the following two 
months, controlling for their prior contributions. 

The independent variables are the number of edits the users 
received from others in two focal weeks, and the dependent 
variables are the numbers of questions/answers posted by 
the users in the following two months (so that we can test 
the long-term effects on user contribution). Finally, 874,369 
observations are gathered to conduct the following user-
level analysis. Negative binomial regression models are 
used in this analysis for the same reason mentioned before. 

Dependent Variables 
 PostedQuestions. The number of questions the user 

posted in the following two months. 

 PostedAnswers. The number of answers the user posted 
in the following two months. 

Independent Variables 
 TitleEdits. The number of title edits received from others 

in the two focal weeks. Again, answers do not have title 
edits. 

 BodyEdits. The number of question/answer body edits 
received from others in the two focal weeks. 

 TagsEdits. The number of tags edits received from others 
in the two focal weeks. Again, answers do not have tags 
edits. 

 Newcomer. This dummy variable indicates whether the 
user is a newcomer in Stack Overflow. A user is defined 
as a newcomer if he or she has registered the Stack 
Overflow account for no more than 180 days at the given 
time period. Note that we use dummy variable rather than 
continuous variable to describe the tenure of users for the 
ease of interpretation.  

We also examine the interactions between editing type and 
user type. 

Control Variables 
We use three categories of variables to control the 
regression models. 

 PriorContributions. PriorQuestions (the number of 
questions posted by the user before the focal weeks), 
PriorAnswers (the number of answers posted by the user 
before the focal weeks) are used in this category. 

 FocalWeeksContributions. FocalQuestions (the number 
of questions posted by the user in the two focal weeks), 
and FocalAnswers (the number of answers posted by the 
user in the two focal weeks) are in this category. 

 Answer Quality 
Model 4: Votes Model 5: Answer Accepted 

IRR Std. Err. IRR Std. Err. 
BodyEdits 2.19 *** .049 1.30 *** .020 
PostCount 1.00 *** 3.24e-06 1.00 *** 4.51e-06 

PostAvgScore 1.07 *** 6.73e-04 1.01 *** 2.99e-04 
PosterReputation 1.00 *** 5.90e-08 1.00 *** 8.85e-08 
PosterRegDate 1.00 7.30e-11 1.00 *** 9.89e-11 

PageView 1.00 *** 1.55e-07 1.00 *** 9.80e-07 
TextLength 1.00 *** 2.29e-06 1.00 *** 1.68e-06 
HasCode .89 *** .004 .91 *** .006 
HasLink 1.23 *** .006 1.16 *** .007 
PostDate 1.00 7.58e-11 1.00 *** 1.09e-10 

ArrivalOrder 1.00 3.91e-04 .630 *** .002 
ParentQuestionVotes 1.01 *** 9.96e-05 .994 *** 6.46e-04 

PriorVotes 1.34 *** .003 NA NA 
PriorAnswerAccepted NA NA 3.08e-10 1.40e-07 

Number of Obs 9,865,021 

Table 4. Negative binomial regressions predicting the effects of collaborative editing on two answer quality measurements. 
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05. 
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 Reputation. Reputation is the number of reputation points 
the user received, which is a measurement of trustiness 
and experience of the user in Stack Overflow. The 
primary way to gain reputation points is by posting 
highly voted questions and answers. 

Results 
The results of Model 6 and Model 7 are summarized in 
Table 5. We can see that receiving edits from others indeed 
significantly decreases askers and answerers’ subsequent 
contributions (p<.05, p<.001), but the effect sizes are much 
smaller compared with the increases on the numbers of 
votes, the number of answers, the likelihood of having 
accepted answers and the likelihood of being accepted 
shown in Table 3 and Table 4.  

For users’ motivation on question contributions, we can see 
that receiving title edits (TitleEdits) from others has a 
negative effect on question askers’ motivation with 
decreasing subsequent contributions by 2% (p<.05). Tags 
edits (TagsEdits) and body edits (BodyEdits) from others 
have no significant effects. Interestingly, newcomer askers 
are more willing to accept others’ changes. Receiving title 
edits (TitleEdits) and tags edits (TagsEdits) actually 
additionally increases these newcomer askers’ subsequent 

contributions by 5% and 6% (p<.001).  

For users’ motivation on answer contributions, receiving 
answer body edits (BodyEdits) has negative effects on users 
in general (IRR=.95, p<.001). However, there is a 
significant positive interaction effect between BodyEdits 
and Newcomer, indicating that newcomers are more likely 
to increase contributions after receiving body edits 
compared with experienced users.  

As we know, receiving edits has small negative influences 
on users’ subsequent question contributions and answer 
contributions. For comparisons, we also built models to test 
the effects of comments on users’ motivation. Comments 
are considered to be a lightweight method to suggest 
changes or provide information, and should not directly 
challenge the original question askers and answerers. Table 
6 lists the results of the negative binomial regression 
models. In these two models, receiving question comments 
(Comments in Model 8) and answer comments (Comments 
in Model 9) from others in the focal weeks are main 
independent variables. The outcome variables and control 
variables are similar to those in Model 6 and Model 7. From 
the results, in general, we can see that receiving comments 
from others has a small negative effect on users’ question 
contributions and answer contributions (IRR=.99 and .96 

 
Model 8: Users’ Subsequent 

Question Contributions 
Model 9: Users’ Subsequent  

Answer Contributions 
IRR Std. Err. IRR Std. Err. 

Comments .99 *** 9.06e-04 .96 *** 5.80e-04 
Newcomer 1.00  .005 .54 *** .003 

Comments: Newcomer 1.02 *** .001 1.05 *** .001 
FocalQuestions 1.54 *** .003 1.00 * .001 
FocalAnswers 1.01 *** 3.70e-04 1.22 *** .002 
TotalQuestions 1.02 *** 9.59e-05 1.00 ** 8.22e-05 
TotalAnswers 1.00 *** 2.12e-05 1.00 *** 3.46e-05 

Reputation 1.00 *** 3.81e-07 1.00 *** 7.34e-07 
Number of Obs 874,369 

                         Table 6. Negative binomial regressions predicting the effects of comments on users’ motivation.                     
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05. 

 
Model 6: Users’ Subsequent 

Question Contributions 
Model 7: Users’ Subsequent  

Answer Contributions 
IRR Std. Err. IRR Std. Err. 

TitleEdits .98 * .008 NA NA 
BodyEdits 1.00 .005 .95 *** .007 
TagsEdits 1.01 .006 NA NA 

NewComer 1.02 *** .005 .60 *** .003 
TitleEdits: NewComer 1.05 *** .012 NA NA 
BodyEdits: NewComer .99 .006 1.18 *** .016 
TagsEdits: NewComer 1.06 *** .009 NA NA 

PriorQuestions 1.02 *** 9.59e-05 1.00  8.32e-05 
PriorAnswers 1.00 *** 2.12e-05 1.00 *** 3.39e-05 

FocalQuestions 1.54 *** .003 1.00 * .001 
FocalAnswers 1.01 *** 3.70e-04 1.19 *** .001 

Reputation 1.00 *** 3.80e-07 1.00 *** 7.37e-07 
Number of Obs 874,369 

Table 5. Negative binomial regressions predicting the effects of collaborative editing on users’ motivation. 
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05. 
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respectively, p<.001): receiving one more question 
comment or answer comment decreases the users’ question 
contributions by 1% or answer contributions by 4%. The 
fact that the effects of collaborative editing have similar 
magnitude to the effects of comments on users’ motivation 
further confirms that collaborative editing barely hurts the 
community. 

DISCUSSION 
In sum, both our hypotheses are supported by the results, 
although with different effect sizes.  

To put the results into the context, on average each question 
has 1.59 votes and 2.00 answers, which means that each 
edit on the question body is associated with 2.88 more votes 
and 2.86 more answers. Tags edits and title edits have 
smaller but also substantial effects: each edit on question 
tags or question title is associated with 1.56, 0.62 more 
votes respectively and 1.62, 0.42 more answers respectively. 
On average, the likelihood of having an accepted answer for 
any question is 60%, and one edit on the question body 
increases the likelihood to 85%.  

For answers, on average each answer has 2.07 votes, which 
means each edit on the answer body is associated with 2.46 
more votes. On average, the likelihood of being chosen as 
accepted answer for any answer is 44%, and one edit on the 
answer body increases the likelihood to 57%. 

For user contributions, on average each user posts 4.36 
questions 10.74 answers in two months. Accordingly, 
receiving one edit is associated with small decrease in the 
number of subsequent question and answer contributions 
(0.09 and 0.54) in the following two months period.  

Table 7 illustrates the consequences of collaborative editing 
by showing the gains and costs on variant quality and 
motivation measurements. The units of the gains and costs 
are not exactly the same, leaving space for decision makers 

to interpret and make judgment. However, the general trend 
is that the gains outweigh the costs: the effects of costs are 
at least one magnitude smaller than the effects of gains. 

The contribution of our paper is to present the trade-offs of 
collaborative editing on content quality (i.e., votes on 
questions/answers, the likelihood of getting (accepted) 
answers, the likelihood of being accepted, and etc.) and user 
motivation (i.e., the subsequent posting activities after 
being edited). Unlike in Tausczik et al.’s work [37], they 
only focus on predicting how the edits (collaborative acts in 
their paper) affected the number of votes the answers got, 
we provide a more comprehensive view of the effects of 
collaborative edits. 

Practical Implications 
Features like collaborative editing are very likely to be 
rejected by social computing system designers due to the 
concern that it might drive users away, despite its potential to 
boost the content quality. Current interface evaluation 
methods (e.g., heuristic evaluation, expert review and 
usability walkthrough) fail to estimate the effect sizes of the 
potential gains and costs of a given feature. Our analysis 
provides quantitative evidence showing that the Wikipedia-
like collaborative editing feature in Stack Overflow 
substantially increases the quality of the content without 
unacceptably hurting users’ motivation and contributions. 
Practitioners might want to consider incorporating the 
collaborative-editing feature into other Q&A sites or other 
content generation websites such as forums or product/book 
review websites. 

We did an additional exploration study on Stack Overflow to 
further identify a few tactics to ensure the collaborative 
editing is effectively enforced and the potential harm is 
minimized. These tactics might be useful for practitioners 
who want to replicate the collaborative-editing features to 
their own environments.  

First, Stack Overflow relies on the experienced users to 
moderate the collaborative editing activities. Note that 
although any user in Stack Overflow can suggest edits, only 
users with more than 2,000 reputation points can review and 
approve the suggested edits. It is important to have 
experienced users to judge the appropriateness of edits rather 
than immediately applying them, which prevents the harmful 
effects of spamming edits and encourages more cautious 
edits. 

Second, Stack Overflow makes efforts to communicate their 
policies to the community. Stack Overflow makes the pages 
of “why can people edit my post” and “how does editing 
work” explicit in the help center: pages which are accessible 
and salient to every user. 

Third, Stack Overflow allows users to express their opinions 
and presents their arguments on Meta Stack Exchange, which 
actually pacifies the agitated users and lessens the potential 
harmful effects of any system’s decision. This phenomenon 

1 edit on 
question 

body 

Gain: Receive 2.88 more votes on the question. 
Receive 2.86 more answers. Increase the likelihood 
of having an accepted answer from 60% to 85%. 
Cost: No effects on question posters’ contributions. 

1 edit on 
question 

title 

Gain: Receive 0.62 more votes on the question. 
Receive 0.42 more answers. Increase the likelihood 
of having an accepted answer from 60% to 67%. 
Cost: Question poster posts 0.09 less questions in 
subsequent two months. 

1 edit on 
question 

tags 

Gain: Receive 1.56 more votes on the question. 
Receive 1.62 more answers. Increase the likelihood 
of having an accepted answer from 60% to 86%. 
Cost: No effects on question posters’ contributions. 

1 edit on 
answer 
body 

Gain: Receiving 2.46 more votes on the answer. 
Increase the likelihood of being accepted from 44% 
to 57%. 
Cost: Answer poster posts 0.54 less answers in 
subsequent two months. 

Table 7. Summary of the effects of each edit on content 
quality and user motivation in the context.
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is called the “fair process effect” or the “voice effects” [15] 
in psychology literature: people would consider the 
procedure fair if they have control over the presentation of 
their arguments and there are sufficient opportunities to 
present their cases. This could probably explain the fact that 
we see complains related to collaborative editing on Meta 
Stack Exchange, but our empirical analysis shows little 
negative effects on users’ actual contributions because the 
opportunity to complain itself might already allay their anger.  

Implications for Future Research 
Prior research on understanding the dynamics of social 
computing systems often investigates one single goal at a 
time (e.g., survival [20], activity level [13], motivation [29], 
quality [34, 39]). However, one significant challenge of 
building successful social computing systems is to 
understand, satisfy and balance different goals that the 
systems’ owners, managers and members have. In this paper, 
we take a step towards untangling the complex relationships 
by examining the trade-offs of introducing collaborative 
editing to Q&A in terms of two contradicting goals - quality 
control and user motivation.  

The overarching goal is to create the full picture of how 
different mechanisms (i.e., collaboration mechanisms, 
communication mechanisms, reward systems, transparency 
mechanisms, norms and policies etc.) affect the relevant but 
sometimes contradicting goals (e.g., content quality versus 
user motivation, reliability versus creativity & innovation, 
and efficiency versus learning) for different types of social 
computing systems (e.g., Q&A, social media, and peer 
production etc.), with the implications of guiding the 
conscious design of better social computing systems. We 
encourage more CSCW researchers to work on this area. 

Limitations 
Our work is also subject to limitations. First, this research is 
based on one in-depth analysis on Stack Overflow. We 
would expect our findings to apply to different Q&A systems 
and other knowledge creation social computing systems, but 
future comparative studies are needed in order to confirm the 
extent to which these findings are generalizable. 

The second limitation is that the correlational nature of the 
observational data limits the causal inferences one can draw. 
We have tried to rule out the confounding factors by 
controlling for both observed factors (with control variables 
in the regression) and unobserved and inherent factors (with 
repeated measurements). However, the ultimate method of 
proving causal relationship is to conduct experiments with 
random assignments, which we will leave for future research. 

Third, we present the observed trade-offs of collaborative 
editing in this paper, however the underlying mechanisms 
(i.e., how exactly the edits affect the quality and member 
motivation and why the effects on quality and motivation has 
different magnitudes) have not been deeply investigated. In 
the future, we will try to understand the underlying 

mechanisms via two approaches: 1) combining qualitative 
methods, including participant observation and interviews, to 
understand how users participate in collaborative editing, and 
the routes that collaborative editing affects the quality of 
questions, answers, and users’ subsequent behavior; 2) using 
computational simulation (e.g., agent-based model [32]), 
which can combine insights from theories and empirical data, 
to simulate the mediating processes and dynamics of 
collaborative editing and provide insights about the different 
effect sizes.  

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we examined a particular design decision in 
Q&A sites—allowing Wikipedia-like collaborative editing 
on questions and answers. Different statistics models were 
built with Stack Overflow’s dataset to investigate the effects 
of collaborative editing on content quality under different 
quality measurements and on user question\answer 
contributions. The results demonstrated that the benefits of 
collaborative editing outweigh its risks. Each substantive edit 
from other users can increase the number of positive votes by 
181% for the questions and 119% for the answers, increase 
the number of answers by 143% for the questions, increase 
the likelihood of having accepted answers by 41% for the 
questions, and increase the likelihood of being accepted by 
30% for the answers. On the other hand, each edit only 
decreases askers and answerers’ subsequent contributions by 
no more than 5%. Design implications for social computing 
systems were also discussed. 
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